Interactive Dispatch
Reporting
What if you could centralize your
dispatch operations?
We are here to tell you that you can. The ClearViewTM
solution Interactive Dispatch Reporting Service
is a real-time solution for managing your delivery
logistics. It processes your data to advise you on
the best method to manage your network inventory,
saving you time and improving business efficiency.
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The ClearView solution Interactive Dispatch Reporting Service is ideal for convenience
store network operators. Created with the dispatcher in mind, the service
incorporates many safeguards to ensure accurate and timely dispatches
across your entire operation. Once signed up to the service, the
ClearView solution will provide you with expert training,
support and advice to provide you with a realtime solution for all of your dispatching
demands.
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So, what’s included?
Recommended dispatching per location
Deliveries scheduled in order of importance, based on
run-out probability, by day and hour
Split load scheduling ticket creation
Order integrity verification function
Expert training, support and advice

Online Logistics Management Portal
The ClearView solution online platform gives you visibility over your
logistical operations so that you can easily manage your network
inventory remotely.
Intelligent filtering of data
User-friendly navigation
Variable settings for different user roles and responsibilities
Effortlessly move recommended load data from dispatch to
delivery ticket
Easily call-in orders via the reception desk, using the Commercial
Site Screen. Includes non-monitored locations.

Data collection is automated and information can be polled from the majority of automatic tank gauge
(ATG) makes and models, point-of-sale (POS) systems and interactive voice response (IVR) resources.
For sites without an ATG, the service can provide estimated inventory levels, based on historical site
performance.
For optimum functionality, the Interactive Dispatch Reporting Service should be combined with the

Why not give us a call and
speak with a specialist today?
+1 972 497 9002
For more information, go to
www.doverfuelingsolutions.com/ClearView
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